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Rick’s Sports Betting: Form Guide To Who Could Win 
The 2018 World Cup - By Rick Elliott


Ultimately the cream rises to the top in the World Cup and the tournament is 
won by one of the superpowers of the game. The winning nation has always 
been from South America or Europe and only eight countries have been the 
football champions of the world. France, Spain and England are one time 
winners and the other world champions have won the World Cup more than 
once. Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay are the multiple winners from South 
America and Germany and Italy are the European sides that have won more 
than one World Cup.


One of the greatest achievements for any national team is to win the World 
Cup out of their own continent. Brazil won the tournament in Sweden in 1958 
and the United States in 1994 and Germany were the World Cup winners in 
Brazil four years ago. Climate and playing conditions are different in various 
parts of the world so it takes a special team to win the World Cup many miles 
from home. Brazil are the joint favourites with Germany to win the 2018 World 
Cup in Russia so they could achieve the unique feat of winning the trophy in 
another continent for the third time.


The five shortest priced teams to win the 2018 World Cup are former winners. 
The bookmakers believe Belgium have the best chance of being first time 
World Cup winners in 2018. Portugal have never won the World Cup but the 
current European champions are equipped to do the double. Any side 
containing Cristiano Ronaldo has a chance but the team also had a solid 
defence at Euro 2016 which Portugal won. Colombia are the first South 
American team in the betting who have not won the World Cup.     


Playing the World Cup at home is a big advantage but since 1966 only 
England, Argentina (1978) and France (1998) have won the tournament in their 
own back yard. The hosts should have a genuine chance of winning the World 
Cup but clearly Russia this time and Qatar in 2022 are not good enough to 
beat the rest of the world. In fact on world rankings and odds Russia look like 
struggling to qualify for the knockout stages by finishing in the first two in their 
group. The quality of football in Qatar must rise a few levels over the next four 
years or the hosts wont get out their group. 


Italy and Brazil are the only countries to successfully defend the World Cup 
and no side has won three tournaments in a row. There have been 12 
tournaments since 1970 and Brazil and/or Germany have been the finalists 
nine times. Brazil are the only team to appear in three successive finals and 
they have also qualified for three out of four. The only other nation to replicate 
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that achievement is Argentina (1978, 1986 and 1990).  The Netherlands have 
been the losing finalists three times but have yet to win the World Cup and 
they did not qualify this time. 


There are often upsets in the group stages of the World Cup and matches in 
the last 16 don’t always go to form. However, the business end of the World 
Cup is dominated by the best football nations and a final between Brazil and 
Germany will be true to historical form. France and Spain could be playing for 
third place.  


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


All the dress rehearsals are over but will it be alright on the night? The biggest 
sporting event in the world begins in just five days and the World Cup is going to be 
a betting bonanza. In four years there have been several innovations and the Cash 
Out facility during live matches is the most significant. It allows us to close a bet 
before the action is over to guarantee a profit or minimise a loss. 


All 64 matches in the 2018 World Cup are being shown on ITV or BBC and the in-
play betting opportunities will be huge. However, there could be more ante-post 
football betting from now until next Thursday than the whole of the last year. The 
World Cup is always won by an elite nation and the most successful is BRAZIL who 
are 4/1 with William Hill to win the World Cup for the sixth time.   


Tennis fans can bet on the women’s final of the French Open. Rafael Nadal will win 
the men’s title for the 11th time tomorrow but the women’s event is more difficult to 
call. Simona Halep has never won a Grand Slam title and she might have to wait a 
bit longer to win one of the four championships that matter most. She should be a 
marginal favourite so SLOANE STEPHENS must be backed at 2/1 with Boylesports 
to win the French Open today.  


Today’s racing in Britain combines quantity with quality. Three of the six Flat 
meetings offer over £150,000 in prize money and races from these fixtures are live 
on ITV4. The most lucrative card is at Haydock which features two Group 3 
contests. The Pinnacle Stakes over one mile and four furlongs for fillies and mares 
(2.50pm) is a good opportunity for GOD GIVEN who is a leading contender at her 
best and the horse can be backed to win this race at 7/4 with bet365.  
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England To Look To Continue Excellent One Day 
Progress Against The Visiting Aussies - By Dave Owens


It easy to forget during England’s disastrous winter test series where they were 
hammered 4-0 in the Ashes before losing another series against New Zealand 
immediately after was the superb results of England’s 50 over side. A 4-1 
hammering of Australia in their own back yard showed what a fine side England 
have developed into and then beating a very strong New Zealand side in NZ was an 
equally impressive achievement.  


England are now ranked the number one side in the world and will be desperate to 
continue their excellent progress against an Australian side visiting the UK to play a 
five match 50 over series.  


England V Australia tussles in any sport never really need any additional fuel to the 
fire to create added interest in the contest, however Australia’s first visit to England 
after the ball tampering scandal in South Africa which followed an ill-tempered 
Ashes’ series where there were reports of some unsavoury incidents where players 
“sledging” of certain England players went beyond what is deemed acceptable.


England always play in front of packed houses for 50 over contests at home and the 
crowd is likely to be more partisan than usual for the series against the old enemy. 
England are likely to be strong favourites for a series win and not offer much value in 
this market. A couple of bets that may be worthy of investment could be a series 
score prediction. The series does not start until Wednesday 13th so full pricing up 
on the series has yet to drawn up, but a repeat of England’s 4-1 success could well 
be a good option for an Australian side missing Warner and Smith and facing a fine 
England side in their own conditions.


Click the link below it would be a pleasure to have you on board and 
taking your share of the profits. 

CLICK HERE TO VISIT CRICKET COUNSEL 
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